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i first saw the god must be crazy in a little theater in albany, n.y., in 1973 when i was 12. as a kid, i was a real trekkie
and totally into the notion of extraterrestrials. i never actually believed in it, but by that point in my life i had seen

enough sci-fi movies to know that aliens were probably out there somewhere. so, even though i was a trekkie, i was
also intrigued by the notion of an alien on a secret mission. i was therefore delighted when i saw a movie that was
literally about an alien on a secret mission. it was not a sci-fi movie. it was a musical comedy about an alien from

outer space named n!xau who finds a coca-cola bottle in the kalahari desert and is "transformed" into an accepted
part of white society in south africa. this movie, for me, was the ultimate in pop culture. i loved it! i wanted to be a
part of it and live in a world where there were aliens and the people who were aliens were like n!xau! there are few

things in the world that appeal to me as much as movies and television shows with aliens in them. and the god must
be crazy had that in droves! in case you're not familiar with the concept, aliens are usually a completely different

culture than ours and we're pretty much clueless about them. in the god must be crazy, there's an entire society of
aliens who live under a sacred rock, and just like south africa, they have what we would call a "monopoly" on the

mineral-based beverage, coke. n!xau is a bushman living in the kalahari desert and he finds a coke bottle. when he
brings it back to the aliens' secret rock, it is regarded as a sacred object. so, when he returns to his tribe, he is

greeted as a messiah and transformed into a person who is now a part of their society. the movie's premise is so
simple and so appealing, it's hard to imagine a more winning treatment of the issue than that. my first reaction was
that it's a movie about pop culture. then i thought about it some more and realized it was a movie about alien pop

culture. and then i thought about it a little more and i realized it was a movie about alien pop culture in south africa.
and then i realized that it was a movie about pop culture in south africa. and then i realized that it was a movie about

pop culture in south africa with aliens in it. and then i realized that it was a movie about aliens in south africa with
aliens in it.
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